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  QUESTION 281What are two benefits of a FabricPath network? (Choose two.) A.    Simplicity of configurationB.    Automatic

OSPF routingC.    ScalabilityD.    Dynamic link selectionE.    Spanning tree loop prioritization. Answer: AC QUESTION 282Refer

to the exhibit. Which of these technologies is illustrated by the topology in the exhibit?  

 A.    vPC+B.    standard vPCC.    enhanced vPCD.    express vPCE.    fabric vPC  Answer: C QUESTION 283Refer to the exhibit.

The interface remains in a down state after entering the command that is shown in the exhibit. What is the cause of the problem?  

 A.    The feature interface-vlan command must be configured.B.    The VDC contains only F1 interfaces.C.    There are IP address

conflicts.D.    The VDC is "type OTV."E.    The command copy run start was not entered.  Answer: B QUESTION 284NPV and

NPIV are features that are used to overcome resource limitations in which Fibre Channel field? A.    FCIDB.    Domain IDC.   

WWPND.    LUN IDE.    VSAN Answer: B QUESTION 285What are the three prerequisites for enabling FCoE on a Cisco Nexus

7000? (Choose three.) A.    M Series moduleB.    F Series moduleC.    no-drop QoS policyD.    NPIV featureE.    FCoE module
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licenseF.    Fabric Extender configured Answer: BCE QUESTION 286How many virtual interfaces do the Cisco UCS 1280, 1240,

and 1225 Virtual Interface Cards support? A.    128B.    64C.    256D.    1024E.    100 Answer: C QUESTION 287When you

connect two Cisco devices through 802.1Q trunks, the devices exchange spanning tree BPDUs on each VLAN that is allowed on the

trunks. Which two statements are correct about the BPDUs that are sent on the native VLAN of the trunk? (Choose two.) A.   

BPDUs are sent to the reserved IEEE 802.1D spanning tree multicast MAC address (01- 80-C2-00-00-00).B.    BPDUs are sent to

the reserved IEEE 802.1q spanning tree multicast MAC address (01- 80-C2-00-00-00).C.    BPDUs are sent to the reserved SSTP

multicast MAC address (01-00-0c-cc-cc-cd).D.    BPDUs are tagged with the VLAN number when they are sent.E.    BPDUs are

untagged when they are sent. Answer: AE QUESTION 288Consistency checks and compatibility checks are performed before a

vPC is created. During a compatibility check, one vPC peer conveys configuration information to the other vPC peer to verify that

vPC member ports can actually form a port channel. Which two statements about virtual port channel graceful consistency checks

are true? (Choose two.) A.    Graceful consistency check is enabled by default.B.    When graceful consistency check is enabled,

only the links on the secondary peer device are suspended.C.    Graceful consistency check is disabled by default. To enable this

feature, use the graceful consistency-check command under the vPC domain configuration mode.D.    When graceful consistency

check is enabled, only the inconsistent VLANs on the secondary peer device are suspended.E.    Graceful consistency check is

disabled by default. Answer: AB QUESTION 289Consistency checks and compatibility checks are performed before a vPC is

created. During a compatibility check, one vPC peer conveys configuration information to the other vPC peer to verify that vPC

member ports can actually form a port channel. Which option is considered as a Type-2 misconfiguration? A.    port MTU mismatch

B.    native VLAN mismatchC.    STP interface settingsD.    VLAN mismatch Answer: D QUESTION 290Which three statements

about Cisco FabricPath are correct? (Choose three.) A.    Only F1 or F2 ports can be used as FabricPath core ports.B.    Only F1 or

F2 ports can be used as edge ports to connect a legacy spanning tree domain (to switch traffic over the FabricPath domain).C.    A

FabricPath VLAN can exist on F1 or F2 ports only.D.    Only M1 or M2 ports can be used as FabricPath core ports.E.    Only F2

ports can be used as edge ports to connect a legacy spanning tree domain (to switch traffic over the FabricPath domain).F.    A

FabricPath VLAN can exist on F1 ports only. Answer: ABC   100% 350-080 Complete Success & Money Back Guarantee!By

utilizing Braindump2go high quality Cisco 350-080 Exam Dumps Products, You can surely pass 350-080 certification 100%!
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